ROBOCOM ANNOUNCES INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS FOCUSED WMS
April 29, 2009– Farmingdale, NY / Markham, ON – Robocom Systems International
announced the release today of RIMS Warehouse Management System – Industrial
Products & Supplies. RIMS – Industrial Products & Supplies (RIMS – IPS) is designed
to meet the unique and specific requirements of Industrial Products and Supply
Companies in an increasingly demanding market place.
“Today’s announcement is the culmination of many man-months of software
development specifically focused on Industrial Products and Supplies companies needs,”
said Fred Radcliffe, Robocom’s President. “We were fortunate to have a number of key
customers partner with us to define and specify the demanding requirements that
competitors in this market face” Radcliffe continued.
Key Features of Robocom’s RIMS – Industrial Products and Supplies WMS includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Functionality to track lot information and country of origin for all components
anywhere in the supply chain. Enabling fast response to recalls as well as
compliance with sourcing requirements.
Carton identification based picking ensures precise tracking of products
throughout the supply chain.
Repacking and pre-packing to comply with customer specific package and
labeling requirements
Extended Quality Assurance tracking tables which enables full tracking of all QA
activity.
Multi-level inspection capability which allows for client specific guidelines to be
adhered to.
Built in interfaces to a variety of external material handling systems – carousels,
intelligent conveyors, pick to light and more
Connectors to Robocom’s voice picking and labor management tools

Fred Radcliffe continued on to say “RIMS – IPS contains the functionality that is mission
critical to this market. Our customers are realizing substantial cost savings through
accurate inventory control and productivity gains, while improving customer service and
implementing the capability of instantaneous product recall. We are really excited about
bringing this new capability to the market and continue to believe that we have one of the
best development teams in the supply chain execution software industry.”
About Robocom Systems International – Robocom is a leading supplier of supply chain
execution software and services, founded in 1982, with offices in New York, Toronto,
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Minneapolis and Europe. Robocom’s core products include industry-specific Warehouse
Management Systems, a Transportation Management System, a separate Voice Picking
Module and a Labor Management System. We enhance, implement and support robust,
and efficient software that performs as predicted and yields the positive business results
your enterprise demands.
www.robocom.com
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